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Before proceeding further, we would like to make it  

clear we are not doing this illegally. We have used  

applications available on open-source.



73%
of the Entire populationhas fallen victim to some sort of cyber attack. This is

the problembecause of whichwe chose this project.



What is penetration testing?

A vulnerability assessment simply identifies and reports notedvulnerabilities,

whereas penetrations test (Pen Test) attempts to exploit the vulnerabilities to  

determine whether unauthorized access or other malicious activity is possible.  

Penetration testing typically includes network penetration testing and application  

security testing as well as controls and processes around the networks and  

applications, and should occur from both outside the network trying to come in  

(external testing) and from inside thenetwork.

.



What are the things we learnt?

➢Ethical Hacking

➢Information gathering

➢System hacking

➢Metasploit Framework

➢Finding vulnerabilities

➢Exploiting through various methods



Tasks According to PTES Standards

PTES defines penetration testing as 7 phases.

Pre-engagement Interactions: Includes getting Permissions

Intelligence Gathering: To get the info about the system or application using tools like nmap and whoislookup.

Threat Modeling

Vulnerability Analysis: To find out the vulnerabilities in the system

Exploitation

Post Exploitation: There should be illegal use of data that a pentesteraccess.

Reporting: Proper step-by-step report should be submitted to client specifying all types of test that have been done.

*PTES is Penetration Testing Execution Standards.



Source of Studies

Insec Techs Web Penetration Testing Course:

http://insectechs.usefedora.com/courses/8806

Owasp: https://www.owasp.org/

Wikipedia: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/WAPT

http://insectechs.usefedora.com/courses/8806
http://www.owasp.org/
http://www.owasp.org/


Metasploit
framework

Its best-known sub-project is  

the open source Metasploit  

Framework, a tool for  

developing and executing  

exploit code against a remote  

target machine. Other  

important sub-projects include  

the Opcode Database,  

shellcode archive and related  

research.



Methodology

We researched and gathered information about cyber security cyber crimes, various

drawbacks of design and implementation of web apps by discovering about recent  

hacks. Also found what are possible exploits of known vulnerabilities then we started  

exploring and exploiting such weaknesses thereby realizing strong need for  

penetration testing threat evaluation and reporting and resolving any such  

vulnerabilities over network or web app.



Information Gathering Methodology

 Spidering
o Our goal is to map all access points

o Also find all the content published by website

 Googling
o How to use it effectively?

 Web Application architecture and technology
o Identify user roles

o Identify application entry points

o Identify client side role



Information
Gathering

➢ IP Lookup

➢ Reverse IP Lookup

➢ Spidering

➢ NMap

➢ DNS Lookup



Vulnerabilities and
their exploits

★ SQL Injection

★ HTML Injection

★ XML Injection

★ Cross Site Scripting

★ XSS

★ CSRF



What vulnerabilities we have used?

❖ A1: Injection.

❖ A2: Cross-Site Scripting (XSS)

❖ A3: Broken Authentication and Session Management.

❖ A4: Insecure Direct Object References.

❖ A5: Cross-Site Request Forgery (CSRF)

❖ A6: Security Misconfiguration.

❖ A7: Insecure Cryptographic Storage.



Results
When given a site we have to  

perform given tests as our first  

step towards web pentration  

testing.

XSS (persistent)

XSS (reflected)

XML (injection)

Broken Authentication



Results

And also the following tests

SQL Injection (Extracting Data)

SQL Injection (Login)

CSRF (Cross Site Reference  

Forgery)

Extracting User Data



Conclusion:
We have gone through the overall process of Web Penetration Testing and adapted the 

standard methodology of it and are now capable of skillfully putting to our use.



Thanks!

Special thanks to

Mr. Ujjwal Sinha for immense

support in our project.


